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Worksheet 6: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. Mr. Damien _____________ things up once again and made the 

homework more confusing than it should have been. 

2. It really bothers me that the painting hanging on the wall is 

slightly ______________. 

3. Elijah said he was going to ______________ with fear if he saw 

a spider while hiking outside. 

4. The duck carefully ______________ down the street with her 

ducklings following close behind her. 

5. Do you know how to ______________ on your belly into the 

pool? You could make a huge splash if you tried. 

explode      muddle        crooked       variety       flop        panting             

wobble       exploded     muddled       flopped      pants      wobbled 
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6. The new hiking trail that opened up has a ______________ of 

different trees and animals you can spot. 

7. My dog, Ben, was ______________ after only ten minutes of 

running with me. 

8. We all ______________ with joy and surprise to see that all of 

our friends and family had gathered for the holidays. 

9. I did not sleep much last night, so it feels like everything in my 

head is so ______________ up. 

10. My mom yelled at us after we ______________ down on the 

couch and accidentally broke the television remote. 

11. Sharron said she was feeling so dizzy and off balance that she 

had to carefully ______________ to her bed. 

12. I ______________ heavily like a dog whenever I am outside 

in the heat for too long.  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 6 

1. muddled 

2. crooked 

3. explode 

4. wobbled 

5. flop 

6. variety 

7. panting 

8. exploded 

9. muddled 

10. flopped 

11. wobble 

12. pants  


